REVIEWS FOR GUPPY BUTTER

This story was recently introduced to my children, and they absolutely loved it. It's a fun read, and is quite entertaining. The illustrations are wonderful as well. My 5 year old loves it so much, she wanted her very own copy to read on her tablet. I can't argue with that! Definitely recommend.

This is a tale about a six year old girl who wants a puppy. Her parents are not convinced that she will be able to care for it so they bring home a fish instead. They assure her if she proves up to the task of caring for it, she will eventually get her puppy. She names the fish Fido, but disaster ensues when she attempts to decorate the fishbowl. Her older brother offers no sympathy, but two years later our protagonist and her younger sister convince her parents to give them another chance. Another Fido fish arrives on the scene, but its behavior indicates tragedy appears inevitable.

This darkly humorous tale is hilarious and clever, but some sensitive children might take offense. Illustrations are carefully executed and appropriate for the text. The book is better classified as a beginning chapter book rather than a picture book. Recommended especially for children in the six to eight age range. Look forward to seeing more creativity from this author and illustrator.

Very entertaining book. Love the authors writing style. My 8yo son really enjoyed it. Guppy Butter is about a little girl that badly wants a puppy but her parents think she is NOT responsible enough. They get her a fish to care for as practice. The little girl is very excited knowing she will take good care of the fish, proving herself responsible and getting her puppy. But sadly things don't always work out the way we want them to.

It's clear from the beginning that this story ends sad - but the end is quite funny. I agree with other readers that it's not suitable for sensitive children and wouldn't give or read it to kids younger than 6. The illustrations are wonderful, I really liked the pic of the begging kids. Sooo realistic ;)
Guppy was a fish who actually acted liked a dog, which is exactly what the little girl was hoping to have. It was an adorable book with very cute illustrations. The little girl was traumatized because she killed her first fish in a few days and Guppy died a week after having him. But this time he jumped to his own tragic death. If only guppy would stop jumping out of the fish bowl. It is a fun read to read to children. Has it's sad moments but with illustrations it makes it fun.

My boys absolutely loved this story. Very funny and very engaging! Just what you want when reading with a 7 and 8 year old.